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The Summary
The nature of electric phenomena is determined by two kinds of misbalance: the one between the
amounts of proton and electron matter, which misbalance can be considered as a source of electric
discharges and makes subject of electrostatics, and the other between electrons chaotic motion
energies in different parts of electronic cloud that makes source of electric currents. Establishing of even
a momentary contact between two electronic clouds of different potentials generates an electric
discharge resulting in creation of a common cloud with even electric potential i.e. that one in which the
electrons chaotic motion speeds are equal. Proton matter of interacting bodies attracts itself by the
forces of Fatio, or in other words – by electromagnetic forces; electronic matter of such bodies repels
itself by the forces of diffusion of electronic gas that we call Faraday forces. If the Fatio forces prevail
over Faraday forces, the interacting bodies will attract one another; on the contrary, if the Faraday
forces prevail those of Fatio the bodies will repel each other. The determinant factor of triboelectric
effect is the difference between the pressures with which the proton matter retains electronic clouds.
Triboelectric effect can be inherent not only to pairs of objects of different materials, those occupying
certain places in triboelectric series, but also to pairs of objects made from the same material, so long as
these objects have specific forms and substantially different dimensions. The leaves of a gold-leaf
electroscope repel each other under the action of Faraday forces generated by the electrons flown into
them under the influence of electronic charge of the examined body. Lightning is a product of a
thunderstorm cloud water bubbles chain explosion, produced by Faraday forces, which forces turn apart
electronic clouds of the bubbles together with the bubbles envelops; such water bubbles being
produced by absorption of smaller water droplets together with their electronic clouds, and further
rupture of the resulted drop creating in its interior of a cavity filled with water gaseous phase. Ball
lightning is a stretched by its electronic cloud but not yet torn apart water bubble, in which the surface
tension keeps resisting Faraday forces.
Introduction
The material world as it is conceived by the Ether friendly physics is built with three principal
interconnected components or spheres. The most explored of them is the proton matter i.e. that of
which the principal component are protons. Besides protons hereto relate the built with protons nuclei
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of molecules, atoms, and ions. This sphere could be dubbed protonosphere. Less explored is the
electron matter or electronosphere that makes the subject of this paper, and the third may be the most
important and the least explored is the gaseous ether (elonosphere).
Electricity as it is conceived by modern science is indissolubly connected with the notion of electric
charge that together with some others e.g. masse long since represents one of the entangled dogmas of
the modern physical science.
What is electric charge, what is its physical nature, is it a particle or something else, the modern science
does not give any direct answer, and instead of direct answer it only indicates that its porters are
electrons, protons, and other particles. As declare the modern science, electric charge has two forms:
positive and negative. Electrons and protons carry with them charges of equal value, but the positive
charge of proton is exactly opposite to the negative charge of electron. If an object has more protons
than electrons it is charged positively; if it has more electrons than protons it is charged negatively. If it
has equal amounts of protons and electrons the charges balance each other and the object becomes
electrically neutral.
The notions of positive and negative electric charges are inherited from Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790),
who furthermore noticed that opposite charges attract and the same ones repel one another. How
strongly they attract or repel further explored Charles Augustine Coulomb (1736-1806) who had
formulated the results of his explorations in form of the well-known law of Coulomb, according to which
electromagnetic forces attracting or repelling the interacting objects are proportional to the product of
their charges and inversely proportional to the distance there between.
Ether friendly physics has shown that the notion of electric charge such as understood by the modern
science is deprived of material nature, and that the value by which the charge is evaluated is the
equivalent of the mass of electron that in its turn is the equivalent of its cross section area [1]. In this
connection the EFP will examine electric phenomena as exclusively resulted from the existence of
electrons and their relation to the proton matter.
Numerous data collected by the modern science and technology on electric phenomena, on one side,
make part of the section named electrostatics and, on the other side, of the section that systemizes
knowledge connected to electric current. The phenomena brought to these sections have their proper
particularities and while disclosing these particularities from the point of view of the EFP it seems
necessary to determine their nature and sources.
It is known that almost every material body made from proton matter keeps in addition to orbital
electrons an associated with it cloud of electronic gas made up with chaotically moving electrons. The
electronic gas as concerns its physical properties has no distinctions from the well studied by the
classical physics molecular gases, and in the same way is subordinated to the known gas laws [2].
Nevertheless, the electronic gas has its own particularities, the most significant of which is its
fragmentariness that consists in its allotment to separate clouds, each of which can be connected to its
own porter, which porter can be any material body, even a droplet of liquid or separate atom or
molecule. The cloud is kept by its porter with forces of Fatio (today they are called coulomb or
electromagnetic forces) that act between the proton matter and electrons, keeping them nearby the
proton matter.
In each system composed from an electronic cloud and its porter, the said components are continuously
interacting and the relation on their amounts determines the ability of the system to interact with other
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systems. Every misbalance in a body between the amounts of proton and electron matter is considered
today as the presence therein of electric charge of such or another sign, whereas as electrically balanced
are considered grounded systems.
Important particularity of electronic gas is the chaotic motion of its electrons, whose speed and
therefore energy is another distinctive factor of the above mentioned systems. In different systems the
electrons chaotic motion speeds may be different. They can distinguish within the same system, and
such distinction may more often be kept artificially against the natural property of electronic gas to
equalize energy and therefore of electrons chaotic motion speed in each part of the same cloud. The
electrons chaotic motion speed equalization manifests itself in form of electric current that may be used
for satisfaction of different human needs.
Summarizing one can affirm that the nature of different electric phenomena results from the
misbalances of two kinds:
1) Misbalance between the amounts of proton and electron matters that may be considered as
the source of electric charges and that makes the subject of electrostatics;
2) Misbalance between the electrons chaotic motion energies in different places of the same
electronic cloud that is the source of electric currents.
In the here below proposed paper the point will be about such phenomena that result from misbalances
of the first kind and make the subject of electrostatics.
About electronic clouds
As it was said earlier, each material body made from proton matter, i.e. matter with the base of protons
i.e. nuclei of atoms, molecules, ions etc. keeps at least one associated with it cloud of electronic gas
composed with chaotically mowing electrons (see fig.1a representing a body 1 encircled with envelope
(cloud) 2 of electronic gas, where for better demonstrative ability the electrons are designated as red
crosses). The words “at least one” are used here because physical bodies can be made from materials
with different electric conductibility. Bodies made from metals that have high electric conductibility
have as a rule one electronic cloud for the whole body, the one that envelops it from all sides. On the
contrary, bodies made from dielectrics have multitude wholly autonomic and electrically separated
micro-clouds that integrally embrace the body, but each of them enveloping only one mini-fragment of
the dielectric material.
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If only there were not the forces of Fatio, that connect electrons with the body’s proton matter, they
would run away under the action of the electronic gas pressure that transfers from electron to electron
not only by means of their interaction but also as a result of interposition of ether. The last can explain a
known fact that in an empty conductor free electrons concentrate on its exterior surface, while in the
interior of the body there is no electrons generated field – the phenomenon that explains the action of
the so called Faraday cage. In spite of the apparent autonomy of electronic clouds, they as all other
matter present in the ether medium are more or less interconnected, the interconnection becoming
stronger as they are closer together. So if to approach the two bodies 1 and 3 of fig.1b at a short
distance, their clouds 2 and 4 would shift off as it is shown on the drawing.
The cloud’s electrons chaotic motion speed, if only there is no electric current, is equal in all of its parts.
This speed and therefore the kinetic energy of the electrons motion determine its electric potential. At
normal conditions i.e. when the electric potential of a cloud is close to that of clouds connected to
ground, the kinetic energy of electrons cannot overcome the forces of Fatio that attach them to the
relevant porter even in those places, in which these forces can be minimal (e.g. in places of surface
edges). Nevertheless in cases of substantial increasing of electric potential said forces may turn out to
be too weak and a part of electrons may disconnect from the cloud and jump to nearby air molecules,
water droplets, etc. provoking their ionization.
The chaotic motion speed of electrons in ground connected clouds that one could designate
has to
be the same for all of them and serve as a certain point of reference for appreciation of objects
electrization. It seems that here there would be proper to differentiate between the notion of electric
potential pertinent to certain points of electric current conductor and determined in [3] as
, (where

designates the electrons chaotic motion speed in a given point of the conductor,

is the

mass of the electronic cloud, is the conductor’s cross section area, – specific resistance that equals
specific mass of the cloud, and – the conductor’s length. Basing ourselves on the widespread opinion
that the electric potential is a potential energy [4] directly connected with the speed of motion, we
assume rational to represent the electric potential of any point of the electronic cloud as
, where

is the electrons chaotic motion speed in any point of the cloud and

– is its specific

mass. Then one could determine the electric potential of the whole cloud as
, where
is the mass of the whole cloud.
Establishing of even a momentary contact between two electronic clouds of different potentials
generates an electric discharge resulting in creation of a common cloud of even electric potential i.e.
that one, in which the electrons chaotic motion speeds would be equal.
Due to the intermediary action of ether electronic clouds close one to another interact repelling each
other sometimes together with their porters if only the later can freely move (e.g. the leaves of an
electroscope), or shift inside the porters if the last cannot freely change their mutual position (as shown
on fig.1b). In spite the electronic clouds associated with different porters might seem unconnected;
indeed they all make up a common electronic gas subordinated to the same gas laws as our
atmosphere. Therefore if to draw closer two electronic clouds porters, which would be equivalent to
diminution of volume and rise of electronic gas pressure, the work of approaching such porters has to
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change into the energy of the clouds electrons and rise of their potential. On the contrary, an artificial
alienation of electronic clouds has to diminish the energy of their chaotic motion.
At normal conditions the electronic concentration (i.e. the amount of the cloud’s electrons in the unity
of its volume) in bodies of different materials is different, and as it seems for each of them it has to be
constant, higher for denser and lower for less dense materials.
Clouds’ electric potential can be different, but at normal conditions the potential of all clouds
independently of kind of their porter has to be even and equal to the potential of electronic clouds
connected with ground i.e. to nil.
About the influence of the porter surface form on its capacity to retain electronic gas
Fig.2 imagines a taken for instance body 1 – porter of electronic cloud 2. The body has form of a lens
whose central parcels of the surface are nearest to the whole thickness of the proton matter layers, to
begin with the external layer 3 and to end with the nucleus 6. Further from the periphery the distances
to the profound layers gradually grow, which diminishes the forces of Fatio attracting electrons of the
electronic cloud to the body 1. On the body’s ends electrons are pressed to the surface only by the
proton matter of the layer 3 and only with much lesser measure by all others.

The illustration shows that the pressure made by body - porter on electronic gas depends on its surface
curvature. On its prominences and especially on sharpen ends it can be minimal, and on the contrary in
its hollows it has to be maximal. It would not be out of place to note that electronic gas even in greater
measure than ordinary molecular gases has all the properties of the ideal gas and is subordinate to the
gas laws. Therefore if in a certain electronic cloud the electrons chaotic motion energy is even for all its
parts then according to the general gas law the product of the pressure exerted on the cloud by the
proton matter and the volume of electronic gas has to be constant. This means that on the porter’s
sharp ends where the proton matter pressure is minimal the cloud would have the greatest volume, and
under certain conditions electrons would jump off the porter’s surface till their complete separation.
About interaction of electrized bodies
The modern electrostatics is based on some dogmas connected with the doctrine of positive and
negative charges. According to the dogmas:
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Positively i.e. proton charged object would apply repelling force to another positively charged
object, and quite similarly negatively i.e. electron charged object would apply repelling force to
another negatively charged object. Objects with likely charges repel each other;
Positively charged object would attract negatively charged object. Oppositely charged objects
attract each other;
Any object either charged positively or negatively would attract neutral object.

In literature one may find out multiple examples confirming the said dogmas. The examples travel from
one source to another, but in our opinion not all of them can be estimated convincing. Our vision of the
electrostatic interaction is based on following:
1) Proton matter of interacting bodies attracts and is attracted by the forces of Fatio, or in other
words by electromagnetic forces;
2) Electron matter of interacting bodies repels and is repelled by the forces of diffusion of
electronic gas, which forces we for convenience and paying tribute to the great scientist would
like to name Faraday forces;
3) If forces of Fatio prevail over Faraday forces the interacting bodies attract each other, and on
the contrary if the Faraday forces prevail over the forces of Fatio the bodies repel one another.
In order to determine the said forces first of all it seems necessary to determine the relation between
the proton and electron matters in both interacting bodies (e.g. bodies 1 and 3 of fig.1b). In the way of
example we will use provisional units of quantity of these matters that one could name charges if only
to remember that these used only for example new units radically differ from the charges accepted by
the official science. Then the proton charge of body 1 could be denoted as , electron charge as , and
the respective charges of the body 3 as and .
Between each unit of proton matter of the bodies 1 and 3 acts their own force of Fatio, and the resulting
integral force of attraction has to be proportional to
(1).
Similarly the integral repelling force will be proportional
(2).
Then the conditions of interaction of two bodies will be:
1)
2)
3)

– the bodies do not interact;
– the bodies attract themselves;
– the bodies repel each other.

Taking to account that the both forces have to be inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between the bodies , the formulas (1) and (2) can be defined more accurately
(1а) and
(2а).
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About triboelectric effect
As affirms [5], triboelectric effect is some kind of contact electrization, by which some materials become
electrically charged after mutual contact or rather rubbing with other materials. Rubbing glass with fur
or a comb through hair can build up triboelectricity. Most everyday static electricity is triboelectricity.
The polarity and strength of the charges produced differ according to the materials, surface roughness,
temperature, strain, and other properties. The triboelectric effect is not very predictable, and only broad
generalizations can be made. Among the best known manifestations of triboelectrization is the
electrization of amber by its rubbing with wool, which manifestation was firstly registered by Thales of
Miletus who proposed the word “electricity” from the word “electron” that in Greece means amber.
Other widely known manifestations are glass rubbed with silk or hard resin rubbed with fur.
In 1757 John Carl Wilcke published a paper in which there were given data about the so called
triboelectric series with a list of materials inscribed depending on sign and value of charges acquired
after their mutual contact. Material put nearer to the bottom of the series after contact with material
put nearer to the top had to obtain more negative charge. The farther away two materials are from each
other on the series, the greater the charge transferred. Materials near to each other on the series may
not exchange any charge, or may even exchange the opposite of what is implied by the list.
Although the prefix “tribo” descends from the Greek word meaning rubbing, two interacting materials
need for exchange of charges only putting them in contact. The source [5] explains the mechanism of
this exchange by that after the putting into contact between parts of the bodies’ surfaces there creates
a chemical bond named “adhesion” and charges walk from one material to another in order to equalize
their electrochemical potential; and this creates a misbalance of electric charges between the
interacting objects. After disconnecting some of the previously connected atoms try to keep the surplus
of electrons while the other to deprive of them. Such explication seems poorly understandable, poorly
grounded, and inconsistent with the ether friendly physics conception of physical nature of electric
charges [1].
In our view the determinant factor of triboelectric effect is the difference between the pressures with
which the proton matter retains electronic clouds. No doubt the retaining pressure has to depend on
the object’s material but owing to that this pressure is mainly produced in its superficial layers it has to
depend on the object’s form and dimensions.
If two electrically disconnected objects 1 and 2 possessing electronic clouds with masses
and
are
electrically neutral their unitary masses will have energies equal to the energy of the unitary mass of
clouds connected with ground.
According to the general gas law
, where
and
are the pressures installed in the
clouds 1 and 2 by the forces of Fatio that act upon them from the objects’ proton matter, and and
are the volumes of clouds unitary masses. The volumes of the clouds themselves have to equal
and
.
If to apply the objects 1 and 2 one to another and to unite their clouds to one common cloud 3, the
mass of the later will make
, and its volume, if only there are no substantial diminishing
of the united object surface
.
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The unitary volume of the common cloud will make

, and based on that the energy of the

unitary mass of the cloud 3 make no changes comparatively to the energies in clouds 1 and 2
.
The mass of the united cloud will be equally distributed over its whole volume i.e. over the whole
surface of the united body that has to be produced thanks to even diffusion of the electronic gas, and
the mass of electrons enveloping in the cloud 3 the object 1 will make
respectively

, and the object 2 –

.

If now to divide object 3 to the previous objects 1 and 2, the lasts will have masses
differences
and
will indicate the objects’ electrization.

і

, while the

Table 1 contains some arbitrary examples of objects electrization, the ones with different proton matter
pressures.
Table 1
№
№

1
2
3
4

10
5
5
1

1
1
5
1

10/0.1
5/0.2
10/0.1
10/0.1

1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1

1
1
0.5
0.1

1
1
5
1

5.5
3
0.9091
0.1818

-4.5
- 2
-4.0909
-0.8182

5.5
3
9.0901
1.8182

4.5
2
4.0901
0.8182

Examples 1 – 4 demonstrate electrization of objects from different materials that exert on their
electronic clouds different retaining pressures. Such materials may be those that occupy opposite places
in triboelectric series. As one can see from Table 1, as a result of the accomplished operation of joining
and separation of the objects, one of them acquires and the other loses the same amount of electrons.
This means that one with greater retaining pressure becomes proton charged while the other with
lesser retaining pressure becomes electron charged.
Each of the above examples 1-4 discloses interaction of two separate clouds. At the same time the
existing information suggest that many real objects, especially those made from dielectrics can have
hundreds or even thousands of mutually electro isolated fragments, each of those being enveloped by
its own cloud, and such cases being the most frequent. While rubbing a glass stick with woolen material
we really enter in interaction hundreds or even thousands of clouds enveloping fragments of the woolen
material and of those enveloping the glass stick. If for instance one of the objects has 1000 clouds
interacting with a hundred of clouds of the other object then, as we can see, in order to simplify the
analysis one need to cancel the above quantities to 10:1 and in the analyzed example to multiply the
mass of the first cloud by 10.
The reader might have had an opportunity to work with a steal screwdriver, driving in or out small steal
screws. He may have noticed that after some minutes of operation the screwdriver begins to attract the
screws, and that can be explained not by magnetism but by triboelectric effect. In small screws the
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pressures retaining respective electronic clouds are smaller comparatively to those created in more
massive screwdriver. Therefore during the operation a part of the screwdriver’s electrons come to the
screws and charge it electronly, while the screwdriver charges itself protonically.
As a conclusion may be that the triboelectric effect can be natural not only to pairs of objects from
different materials, mainly those occupying different positions in triboelectric series, but also to pairs of
objects of the same material, provided they have specific forms and substantially different sizes.
About electrostatic induction and golden leaves electroscope
If to approach an electronly charged body at a sufficiently small distance to electro insulated one, the
electrons of the later body under the influence of the forces of Faraday will seek to run away from the
charged body, and as a result those parts of the electro insulated body that would be close to the
electronly charged one will become protonly charged, while its opposite parts will become electronly
charged. It is, as it seems the principle of electrostatic induction, on which is based the work of the
golden leaves electroscope shown on fig.3 borrowed from Wikipedia.

Fig.3
While demonstration of electroscope’s operation one approaches a glass stick previously rubbed with
woolen fabric to the table of electroscope whose leaves stayed before brought together. In our opinion
the glass stick obtaining during the electrization electronic and not protonic charge, transmits it through
the induction (i.e. forces of Faraday) to the golden leaves of the electroscope, whose ends diverge under
the action of similar forces of Faraday. If though the stick was in some way charged protonly, the
electroscopes’ leaves would on the contrary clip together by the forces of Fatio that from the point of
view of today conceptions would be qualified as absence of any charge.
About sourses of the static electricity
Prior to description of other and more modern sources of electricity let us have a look on the action of
those that similarly to their ancient prototypes base themselves on triboelectric effect and electrostatic
induction.
On placed below fig.4 borrowed from Wikipedia there is schematically represented one of the simplest
versions of the electrostatic generator proposed in 1929 by the American physicist Van de Graaff. The
generator uses in its work the above disclosed triboelectric effect, and is employed either as source of
direct electric current or means to obtain electric discharges in form of electric spark.
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Fig.4
The generator has a belt (4,5), fabricated from silk of other flexible dielectric material that runs over two
placed one over another metal pulleys (3 and 6), of which the higher is surrounded by terminal (1) in
form of a hollow metal sphere, on whose surface accumulates the energy of electrons. Two electrodes
(2 and 7) in form of comb-shaped rows of sharp metal points are positioned – one near the bottom of
the lower pulley (6), and the other inside the sphere over the upper pulley (3). Comb (2) is connected to
the sphere, and comb (7) to the ground. A high DC potential (with respect to earth) is applied to roller
(3). As the belt touches the lover comb it receives a charge in form of electrons that cannot hold on the
comb’s edges and under the forces of Fatio stick to the applied parcel of the belt. When this charged
with electrons parcel comes in contact with the upper pulley (3) the electrons acquire kinetic energy i.e.
heighten their potential under the influence of the high energetic electrons of the pulley (3). In other
words between the pulley (3) and the belt there creates a common electronic cloud, in which in a
moment there installs electric current that increases the electric potential (energy) of electrons of the
said parcel of the belt up to the potential of electrons of the pulley (3). When this parcel comes into
contact with the comb (2) between the parcel and the comb’s edges there installs a common electronic
cloud, through which the high potential electrons jump to the comb and there from to the terminal (1).
Thanks to its dimensions, form, and polished external surface the terminal can accumulate an important
amount of electrons that being multiplied by their high electric potential can make up important integral
energy e.g. about 450kV, those kilovolts that one certainly has not to confuse with the kilovolts of power
grids. Being continuously in operation the described generator continuously transmits high potential
electrons to the terminal (1), and this work continuously compensates losses, firstly, of electrons’ energy
resulting from terminals cooling, and secondly, resulting from losses of certain part of electrons due to
the corona discharge. As one can understand from the above description the triboelectric effect is used
in the described generator, firstly, while the transmission of electrons from the ground through the
comb (7) to the dielectric belt (4,5), and secondly while the transmission of the obtained by the belt
10

electrons through the comb (2) to the terminal (1). But if the electrons picked up by the belt in the lower
part of the generator have the potential of the ground, those that are transmitted to the terminal have
the potential of the higher pulley (3). The last of the potentials if multiplied by the amount of electrons
transported to the terminal (1) determines the accumulated therein electric charge power.
Another group of electrostatic generators make induction machines that, as one says today, divide
electric charges due to electrostatic induction, and in their work do not depend on rubbing. As a
prototype of these machines one can consider the so called electrophorus invented in 1762 by Swedish
professor Johan Carl Wilcke and improved by Italian Alessandro Volta.
Schematic representation of operation of the electrophorus, chosen here as an example, is given below
at fig.5a-5d.

The electrophorus (fig.5a) contains plate 1 made from a dielectric and in the most cases laid on a
grounded metal blade or foil 2, and metallic plate 3 with a dielectric handle 4. Before the operation one
charges the plate 1 by rubbing it with a piece of fur or fabric, and as a consequence obtains a surplus of
electrons designated with little red crosses. Then one applies the electrically neutral plate 3 onto the
plate 1 (fig.5b), from which there ensues a redistribution of charges: the electrons 6 of the plate 3
abandon the places nearing the plate 1 and concentrate themselves near its open exterior surface.
Having removed for a moment electrons 6 from this open surface, by touching it, for instance, with hand
(fig.5c), or by connecting it with a plate of a capacitor (not shown on the drawing) one leaves the proton
matter 7 of the plate 3 uncompensated with electrons, and the plate 3 remains charged oppositely to
the plate 1. Together with this opposite charge 7 one removes the plate 3 from plate 1 (fig.5d), and if to
neutralize the proton charge, one would be able to repeat all the cycle of operations from the
beginning.
If to remove the electrons 6 from the plate 3 repeatedly it could be transformed in a generator of
electric (electronic) charge and just this principle is employed in electrostatic generators based on
electrostatic induction.
On fig.5a-5d there was represented an electrophorus, in which the plate 1 was charged electronly. The
below fig.6a-6d show that its operation goes quite similarly if this plate is charged protonly. Then the
neutralization of the proton charge of the higher surface of the plate 3 is achieved by flow of electrons
from the ground (see fig.6c).
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As an example of generators based on electrostatic induction can serve the machine of Wimshurst, the
general view of which machines borrowed from Wikipedia is presented below on fig.7.

Fig.7
To understand its operation can help fig.8a-8c.
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The machine has two identical disks 1 and 2, made from electro isolating material, mostly glass rotating
on a common axe O in opposite directions designated with arrows 5 and 6. The nearer to us disk 1 is
depicted with solid line while the remote disc 2 with dash line. On the periphery of each disk are
mounted not represented at the drawing metallic sectors. On the same axe O are rigidly mounted
metallic neutralizing planks 3 and 4 with attached to their ends brushes 7 that during the rotation of the
disks sweep up the metallic sectors. On two electro isolated supports 9 and 10 there are mounted pairs
of brushes 8 that also sweep up the metallic sectors of the both disks and are electrically connected with
terminals 11 and 12 made as little metallic balls and higher plates of the capacitors 13 and 14 (made as
Leyden jars), the lower plates of the capacitors being connected with the conductor 15. The planks 3
and 4 are mounted in the plane of drawing and make 90° one to another and 45° to horizon.
Even before the rotation the disks’ metallic sectors can be, although a little, electrified e.g. as it is
depicted on fig.8a where by 16 are designated the proton charges of the remote disk sectors, by 17 –
the proton charges of the nearer disk sectors, and by 18 and 19 – the electron charges of both remote
and nearer disks sectors. Later during the disks rotation in opposite directions the metallic sectors with
the charges 16 and 17 execute the role of the plank 1 of the previously described electrophorus (see
fig.5a-5d and 6a-6d), and the neutralizing planks 3 and 4 – the role of the electrophorus’ plank 3 (see
ibid.), that is shown on fig.8b and 8c. The brushes 8 of the support 9 remove electrons from the sectors
18 and 19 conveying them farther to the higher plate of the capacitor 13 and terminal 11, while the
brushes 8 of the support 10 pass them over to the sectors 16 and 17 from the higher plate of the
capacitor 14, which obtain them as a result of the periodically emerging spark discharges between the
terminals 11 and 12.
The above examined machine in principle does not execute any useful work, because those mechanical
efforts applied to rotate the disks 1 and 2 are fully spent to initiate electrons circulation inside the
machine itself. The electric discharges created between its terminals are only employed for
demonstration of electrostatic effects.
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About capacitors
In the previous chapter there was a reference to the capacitors that served to accumulate electrons
prior to their use to create spark discharges between the terminals of the Wimshurst machine. In a
similar way as the examined static machines, for accumulating static electric charges may serve
capacitors.

As it is known a capacitor (see fig.9b) is more often executed in form of two metallic plates e.g. 1 and 2
separated with a thin gap filled with a dielectric that can be vacuum or even air. If to connect the
capacitor into an electric schema (fig.9a) with a source of direct current 3, e.g. electric battery then, as
we see it, that of its plates that would be connected to anode, (“anode” plate 1) would absorb the
released electrons up to increasing of the associated with it electronic cloud pressure to some limit
level, after which the chemical processes connected with electrons generation would stop. The
electrons pressure increasing in the anode plate 1 would initiate through the mechanisms of induction a
flow of electrons off the cathode plate 2 to the cathode, where would start the process of electrons
absorption. It is clear that the mentioned mechanisms of induction that consist of pushing cathode
electrons away from anode ones would be more intensive, lesser would be the gap between the plates.
If after the described process of charging to disconnect the capacitor from the battery and instead of it
to connect thereto a resistor, for a moment through the later would flow a current from the charged
anode plate to the uncharged cathode plate, and such discharge of the capacitor will be fully analogous
to the discharges of the above electrostatic machines.
About thunderstorms and lightnings
Till now we examined electrostatic phenomena generated by human activity. In nature there also exist
creatures famous by their use of electrostatic discharges e.g. rays. Nevertheless the most current and
spectacular of the natural electrostatic phenomena is lightning.
According to modern views [6] lightning are electric discharges occurring during thunderstorms.
Thunderstorms arise from a steep rising of warm and humid air. As the warm, moist air moves upward,
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it cools, condenses and forms cumulonimbus clouds that can reach heights of over 20 km. As the rising
air reaches its dew point, water droplets and ice crystals form themselves and begin falling the long
distance through the cloud towards the Earth's surface. As the droplets fall, they collide with other
droplets and become larger. The falling droplets create a downdraft of air that spreads out at the Earth's
surface and causes strong winds associated commonly with thunderstorms.
Most commonly lightning can be seen in the form of bright streak or bolt. Lightning occurs when an
electrical charge is built up within a cloud, due to static electricity generated by super cooled water
droplets colliding with ice crystals near the freezing level. When a large enough charge is built up, a large
discharge will occur and can be seen as lightning.
Lightning can be of different types. The most common are in-cloud lightning that generate and die away
inside the same cloud. More rarely happen lightning occurring between a cloud and ground or between
a cloud and there situated objects. Even more rarely happen lightning jumping between two clouds or
between ground and a cloud. Eventually the most exotic and in no way explained are ball lightning.
In spite of the nature of lightning has been intriguing mankind all through millenniums, the concisely
above exposed explanations proposed by science leave a lot of questions. My purpose is basing on the
main principles of the Ether Friendly Physics to find out answers at least to the main of them.
In my view the formation of lightning in cumulous clouds occurs in the following way. Under the
influence of the solar radiation air molecules of upper layers of the cloud and in lesser measure of its
lower layers ionize themselves, and the created in this way ionized air molecules while losing external
electrons, diminish themselves and by their specific mass become heavier than unionized. Step by step
this causes that the positively ionized air molecules go down, and in their place arrive new amounts of
unionized air molecules that after reaching the solar light ionize themselves in their turn. Together with
the unionized air there come up molecules of water steam that after reaching a certain high condense
creating water droplets.
Electrons freed during the ionization associate themselves (in other words stick), under the action of the
forces of Fatio, with the created droplets that leads to their charging, and the associated electrons
according to laws of diffusion that demand their maximum scattering, place themselves on external
surfaces of the droplets. Under the action of the forces of Fatio the droplets themselves stick together,
and the associated with them electrons go over together with them to the newborn agglutinated drops.
The electrons concentration is growing with the drops size growing, and a simple calculation shows that
such concentration grows proportionally to the growing of the drop’s size.
Under the action the above mentioned diffusion forces or those of Faraday, the electrons of the drop’s
surface try to run away to all sides, but the forces of Fatio continue to retain them on the drop’s surface.
Finally there arises a situation when the Faraday forces will provoke the rupture of the drop and the
creation in its center of a cavity filled with water steam. The drop disrupted in such manner will
transform itself into a spherical bubble, in which the external watery envelop externally covered with a
layer of electrons will embrace a cavity with water steam. Evidently such a bubble has all the features of
ball lightning, while at the same time it seems evident that the formation of such bubbles is not an
extraordinary phenomenon. The truth is that such structures have to be very instable, and the most of
them disintegrating inside the cloud are incapable to reach places proper to observation.
In the process of further electrization by sticking to neighboring electrified drops the bubbles grow, and
during such growing the diffusion forces pushing away superficial electrons are constantly balanced by
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the forces of the superficial tension of the bubbles envelops. Comparatively to ordinary drops the
descending speeds of such bubbles are substantially lower, and their lowering to the ground becomes
poorly probable.
Nevertheless there exist all the reasons to believe that, though extremely rarely the above described
watery bubbles can descend to the surface of the earth, because during centuries there were observed
and keep to be observed the appearances of the so called ball lightning in form of luminous spheres
with diameters from a pea to some meters and with the existence duration from some to some tens of
minutes. There exist reasons to consider the glow of the ball lightning as a corona discharge, and that
along with its discharging the ball lightning bubble loses its tension and finally blows up. As it can be well
understood the explosion of some meters bubble can provoke an important damage and is
accompanied with a loud crash.
However, the descent of the above watery bubbles to the ground is a unique phenomenon. Usually such
bubbles blow up in the interior of the cloud, and the explosion of one of them initiates a successive
explosion of all the neighboring. Such chain explosion of hundreds or even thousands of bubbles is
accompanied with thunder and numerous electric discharges that visually merge to lightning, and the
freed electrons the most often immediately cling to millions of newly created water droplets. The air
after a thunderstorm is always ionized and ozonized.
On the other side, the momentary spraying of the bubbles water can provoke its overcooling and
freezing of thousands of thousands droplets that can initiate emerging of hail.
Electrons freed by a thunderstorm can associate themselves not only with water droplets. Under the
action of the forces of Fatio they can cling to any objects and even to living beings; and if such objects or
beings have sufficiently pointed prominences, as for instance in lightning conductors, towers, masts,
funnels, aircraft wings, animal fur fibers, etc. such associated with objects and beings electrons can lift
of them off analogously to corona discharges of electric power lines. Such lifting off of electrons is
accompanied by glows, crackles, and hissing characteristic to the long ago known, but till now
unexplained saint Elmo’s fires.
CONCLUSIONS
1) The nature of electric phenomena is determined by two kinds of misbalance: the one between
the amounts of proton and electron matter, which misbalance can be considered as a source of
electric discharges and makes subject of electrostatics, and the other between electrons chaotic
motion energies in different parts of electronic cloud that makes source of electric currents;
2) Establishing of even a momentary contact between two electronic clouds of different potentials
generates an electric discharge resulting in creation of a common cloud with even electric
potential, i.e. that in which the electrons chaotic motion speeds are equal;
3) Proton matter of interacting bodies attracts itself by the forces of Fatio, or in other words – by
electromagnetic forces; electronic matter of such bodies repels itself by the forces of diffusion
of electronic gas that we call Faraday forces. If the Fatio forces prevail over Faraday forces, the
interacting bodies will attract themselves; on the contrary, if the Faraday forces prevail over
those of Fatio the bodies will repel each other;
4) The determinant factor of triboelectric effect is the difference between the pressures with
which the proton matter retains electronic clouds;
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5) Triboelectric effect can be inherent not only to pairs of objects of different materials, those
occupying certain places in triboelectric series, but also to pairs of objects made from the same
material, so long as these objects have specific forms and substantially different dimensions;
6) The leaves of a gold-leaf electroscope repel each other under the action of Faraday forces
generated by the electrons flown into them under the influence of electronic charge of the
examined body;
7) Lightning is a product of a thunderstorm cloud water bubbles chain explosion, produced by
Faraday forces, which forces turn apart electronic clouds of the bubbles together with the
bubbles envelops; such water bubbles being produced by absorption of smaller water droplets
together with their electronic clouds, and further rupture of the resulted drop creating in its
interior of a cavity filled with water gaseous phase;
8) Ball lightning is a stretched by its electronic cloud but not yet torn apart water bubble, in which
the surface tension keeps resisting Faraday forces.
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